Partnering with organizations across the continuum of care, Althea.ai delivers predictive analytics through its proprietary AI and ML solutions to help organizations strategically manage patient risk and provide clinically integrated care to improve health equity.

Althea.ai is proud to be a contributing member of the DiMe Diversity, Equity and Inclusion clinical projects team to end inequities in access to clinical trials. We are thrilled to partner on this important work developing tools and best practices that will break down barriers to inclusion and create meaningful innovation for everyone.

— Kathy Johnson, Pharma Business Development & Go to Market, Althea.ai

The Opportunity

» Althea.ai’s full-service platform leverages social determinants of health (SDOH) analytics to empower its partners to design trials with health equity in mind.

» Being a mission-driven organization, the company wants to continue to help the field unlock better DE&I strategies and tactics.

The Resources

» Althea.ai joined the Diversity, Equity, & Inclusion in Digitized Clinical Trials project to:

1. Learn from the subject matter experts participating in the project
2. Identify challenges to DE&I in digitized clinical trials and develop actionable resources to manage those challenges
3. Bring awareness and commit action this important issue in healthcare

The Impact

» By participating in the project, Althea.ai is bringing the perspectives it is learning in project working sessions to enhance its solutions and market development strategy.

» The company is also influencing project resources by sharing its expertise in SDOH machine learning data analytics and inclusive trial design.